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Itʼs traditional to start with a joke, especially a tried-and-true chestnut. Iʼll drag out a tried-and-true meme instead. On the internet nobody knows youʼre a dog, a cat or a dog looking for cats 
who analyze data. But the picture is apt in another way -- weʼre all just cats with hands, scratching at a slew of information, trying to make sense of our lives.



Before we address the what, why and where of data, letʼs start with a little context. Hereʼs a picture of the old publishing model. Real familiar to all of us, I know. Thereʼs the big dot in the 
middle, brokering the conversation with the little dots at the edges.



And hereʼs a visualization of the new model. Every node in the graph has a chance to become a key member of the network. The technologies that comprise the Internet are a decentralizing 
force, but theyʼre not the first ones.
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Printing, videotape, cold type, copiers and desktop publishing were others. These are all tools that made it cheaper and easier to communicate with large numbers of people, and made it 
easier for more people to make their voices heard.



“Cheaper and easier” means not only that amateurs get a shot; it also means itʼs easier to compete with established players.



Text, video and audio has become easier to produce and publish over time. This is an important point -- by making it easier (as opposed to cheaper), we also enlarge the pool of content 
creators.
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The Net turns everything to 11

Finally, the Internet has turned everything to 11. Large numbers create their own mass, their own gravity.
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Itʼs easy for us to imagine text, video and audio as a medium for communication. Video and audio are wired into our DNA. Speech, or at least the capability for it, is as well.
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Text may be a relative newcomer, but we canʼt imagine civilization without it.
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Data has long been the ugly stepchild. We need it, but we find it difficult to work with.
Aside: Much of what we know of some ancient cultures (Sumerians, for example) consists of their commercial records.



• MS Word > HTML > blogging software

• Photoshop > Digital cameras > Flickr

• DV > iMovie > YouTube

New tools lead
to a content explosion

The exponential explosion of content has been preceded by technologies that made them easier.



We have everything in place 
to do the same with data

• Data apps

• Free or near-free publishing

• Freely-available data

Weʼve had spreadsheets since Visi-Calc, and over time theyʼve become more useful for working with a wider range of data than financial statements. Services like Google Docs and Dabble 
DB provide free or low-cost ways to publish your data in a way that attracts and serves your audience. And finally, remember the point about scale creating its own gravity? There is more 
data instantly available for free than ever before -- data you can mix together in new ways in order to make more sense of your world.



So what?
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Great, but who really cares about data? Video, audio and even text are way more interesting, arenʼt they? Why should we care about this?



Observe your world

Stay informed about your world: EveryBlock grew out of ChicagoCrime.org. It pulls in all kinds of geocoded data, public records and items from across the Net to give you a comprehensive 
look at your neighborhood.



Visualize your world

Visualize your world: The growth of Wal-Mart across the decades

http://blog.kiwitobes.com/?p=51
http://blog.kiwitobes.com/?p=51


Fix your world

Public spending: RGJ public employee salary analysis of overtime pay and its effect on the city budget. Think they spend too much? Too little? You can fix whatʼs broken if you donʼt even 
know whether it is or not.



Transform your world

Itʼs transformative: New ways of analyzing data change the way we look at everything. Who knew what a simple search form could do?



It’s easier now

When I was the online editor over at the Gazette, we had both a need and a corporate mandate to produce more sophisticated treatments of data. Existing CMSes still donʼt address the 
issue very well. So right now the main goal is to be able to embed tables, charts and graphs in a way that doesnʼt involve hand-coding or images.



Tools of the trade:

Excel

or OpenOffice

or Numbers (iWork)

or Google Docs

For our purposes, these are pretty much identical. Honest. Assume that when I say “Excel” I mean any halfway decent spreadsheet application. Excel probably has the edge in features. But 
I like Google Docs for several reasons: Itʼs always available online, itʼs free, and itʼs become a little more than just a spreadsheet application.



The Photoshop of data

Spreadsheets are fabulous data-cleaning tools, and really Microsoft deserves a lot of credit there. Excel has evolved (and other applications have evolved in response) because they started 
to realize that people were mostly using Excel to manage lists. They werenʼt just using it as a giant calculator on steroids. They were using it to manage data.



A word on functions

Iʼve studied enough math and computer science to become immune to it, but when you say the word “function” in this context it usually triggers horrible memories of trig or precalculus, and 
your inner teen comes forward, sweating and asking you to make it stop.



Data comes in dirty

Unfortunately, most data comes in the door in need of cleaning. Maybe a field is in ALL CAPS, or a field needs to be broken up, or a field needs to be combined with another, or there is extra 
space around the data -- you get the picture.



Indispensable Friends

• TRIM(“  Something with spaces   ”)

• PROPER(“SHOUTING”),

• UPPER(“small”) and LOWER(“BIG”)

• SUBSTITUTE(“wine”, “beer”, “wine-dark”)

• CONCATENATE(“One”, A2, “ Three”)

All functions work the same way -- you give them something, and then they turn around and give you something better (or hopefully, something you wanted). Better is up to you. Here are 
some of the important ones for data cleaning.



Indispensable Friends

For example, here we create a new column by combining the street address, city and state using the CONCATENATE function.



Rinse, lather, repeat.

You can do pretty much anything you want with these and a few others by “chaining” them, which is just a fancy word for asking CONCATENATE to use something from column A along with 
something PROPER gets from TRIM who gets it from column B.



Gadgets

Google Gadgets are small, self-contained bits of code designed to live not only embedded in another web page, but also in iGoogle or Google Desktop as well. Itʼs a standard that provides 
you with a window on data living anywhere else on the Net.



Example: EPA sites

Letʼs get started on an example of something thatʼs easy to do now. I grabbed some data off the EPAʼs site. This is a list of EPA-regulated sites in Nevada. Letʼs see how easy it is to publish 
online. The data came across in CSV format, which is easy to import into Google Docs. Since this is a list of addresses, my first thought is to map them. Now, this data set isnʼt a great choice 
for an interactive map because there are about 300 rows, and Google Maps gets real poky around 100. But I like maps, so letʼs give it a whirl.



Cleaning data

Weʼre going to use the Google Docs Map Gadget to produce an interactive map. In order to do that, we have to create two new columns: One for the full address, and one for the tooltip, 
which is the little balloon that pops up when you click on a point on the map.



Nitty-gritty

Weʼre going to use the Google Docs Map Gadget to produce an interactive map. In order to do that, we have to create two new columns: One for the full address, and one for the tooltip, 
which is the little balloon that pops up when you click on a point on the map. Weʼre using some of the functions we mentioned earlier to assemble and clean up those two columns. And this 
is one of the nice things about spreadsheets: You can transform your data one column at a time, and see each intermediate step. So you can easily see it when you screw up.



The gadget

So, once we have those columns set up, we can bring in the gadget, which you do under the “Insert” menu. You have a few options here. It expects two columns of data, which you can 
select in the usual way if youʼve used Excel before -- you click and drag. Note that weʼve checked the “tooltip” box to use the last column as the text in the balloon that pops up when you 
click on the map pin. Itʼs not real obvious, but thereʼs a tiny little button in the top right-hand corner of the gadget that gives you the option to publish the map as an embedded element on 
another page. 



Copy...

When you click there, youʼll get a pop-up window that gives you a whole mess of code that you can paste into your page or blog software. Just ignore all the code, just copy and paste it.



...and paste

I use Wordpress, and itʼs fairly easy to drop into the HTML view and paste the code in between paragraphs. 



Presto!

This is what the final result looks like on my site.



Pie, anyone?

Letʼs say we have some data suitable for a pie chart. Iʼve taken the EPA sites and grouped them by city, along with the number of sites in that city. I did it fairly easily in Google Docs -- Iʼm 
not going to cover how to do it in great detail, so if youʼre interested ask me and Iʼll send you the spreadsheet so you can see the formulas.



I like pie.

And just as with the mapping gadget, we can embed this anywhere we want. One important point to keep in mind is that the embedded chart will stay in sync with the original data on the 
Google spreadsheet. So if you change something there, itʼll be reflected here. Note that Google makes a distinction between Charts and Gadgets. This is created as a chart, not a gadget.



Well, not that pie.

Here we see the difference, side by side. The one on the right is made as a Gadget, and shows up as a little Flash object. Iʼm not a huge fan, although obviously the chart has a small issue 
as well. But you can work with the slices; I have them sorted by name, even though it would make more sense to sort them by size. It all depends on the data.



Just the facts, ma’am.

And what if you just wanted to embed the table, and not any fancy-pants visualization?



Instant database

Well, thatʼs easy too. Hereʼs the spreadsheet embedded on a page, filtered to only show sites in Reno.



Reno vs. Vegas

Maps and charts are fine and all, but some of the visualizations weʼve discussed are fun because they move -- they show something happening in time. Again, this is easy. I put together a 
small data set comparing Reno and Las Vegas from 2001 to 2006 on two measurements: GDP and population. I got the GDP figures from the Commerce Department, and the population 
figures are estimates from the Census department.



Make it move!

So now that we have the data, weʼre going to use the Motion Chart gadget to visualize the difference. Thereʼs a lot of cruft here on the screen, but once I click through to the live version 
everything should make sense. 

http://loslevys.com/google-embed.html
http://loslevys.com/google-embed.html


Where to find data?

• The government, of course

• Freebase

• Geocommons

• Many Eyes (IBM research project)

OK, but what if you donʼt have any data handy? Where can you find it? Well, for a lot of applications the federal government is your friend, because they generate vast quantities every year. 
They have everything from economics to crime. For more prosaic but equally useful topics, you may want to check out Freebase -- the data used to generate the Wal-Mart visualization came 
from there. And then there are other sites like Geocommons and Many Eyes that offer a collaborative way to share both the data sets and the visualizations created from them.



Or, get it yourself

Or you could gather your own data with a form. This is something else Google makes extremely easy. As an example, Iʼve whipped up a working evaluation form for this presentation. You 
can find a link to the live version on my blog at loslevys.com.

http://spreadsheets.google.com/viewform?hl=en&formkey=cFJlTE4wNFI4Q1dKZFZuQmlzNjV3T3c6MA..
http://spreadsheets.google.com/viewform?hl=en&formkey=cFJlTE4wNFI4Q1dKZFZuQmlzNjV3T3c6MA..


Ask ‘em questions

Hereʼs a view of the form editing interface. Iʼve included a closer look at how you edit a multiple-choice question.



Ready for action

And hey presto! Hereʼs what the spreadsheet looks like right now, all ready for you to fill in with your insights, compliments and grossly unfair criticism.



A form, so what?
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OK, whatʼs the big deal about a form?



Here’s what!

Form Database Views

Weʼve created a form, which feeds into a database, which then lets you visualize or report in near real-time. Weʼve created a lightweight database application, suitable for presentation in a 
number of different ways. So forget about surveys for a second -- you can use the same model for all kinds of applications where you need to keep track of something over time.



More cool toys

Here are some things I didnʼt even touch: Dabble DB has more of the features youʼd expect of a “real” database application, with multiple tables, users, reports, etc. Itʼs truly impressive. They 
sell it as a service under an interesting “freemium” model.



Geocoding overload

Whatʼs so cool about Geocommons is that they give you both the data and the tools to make neat maps with it. And you can download the results in a format suitable for use elsewhere, like 
Google Earth or Microsoft Virtual Earth.



Magic!

Then thereʼs Magic/Replace, which is one of the coolest applications Iʼve seen in a while. It lets you clean tabular data by example. No messing with functions in a spreadsheet, you just edit 
an exemplar at the top there, and then it applies those edits to the rest of the data in an amazingly smart way. Itʼs a free application from Dabble DB.



Linkage

• Google Docs  docs.google.com

• Freebase  freebase.com

• Geocommons  geocommons.com

• FlowingData  flowingdata.com

• Many Eyes  manyeyes.alphaworks.ibm.com

• Magic/Replace  cleanupdata.com

• Dabble DB  dabbledb.com

Weʼve only scratched the surface here, really. Here is a list of some worthwhile sites to visit if youʼre interested in doing more, or if you want some inspiration. Iʼve put this list online, so if you 
go to my site to fill out the survey, you can get the links there.

http://docs.google.com
http://docs.google.com
http://www.freebase.com/
http://www.freebase.com/
http://geocommons.com/
http://geocommons.com/
http://flowingdata.com/
http://flowingdata.com/
http://manyeyes.alphaworks.ibm.com/
http://manyeyes.alphaworks.ibm.com/
http://cleanupdata.com/
http://cleanupdata.com/
http://dabbledb.com/
http://dabbledb.com/


Thanks!

Visit http://loslevys.com/
to let me know how I did.

Secret password: Goat

http://loslevys.com
http://loslevys.com
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